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Abstract
The purpose of this research was to establish the method and device utilizing the touchscreen technology and computer software specially developed for this research. Color values are converted to sound pitch of musical notes in order to perceive colors and shapes of painting arts, drawings and the ability to paint through touching the original painting art. Therefore, everyone can appreciate art.

This study is a qualitative research applying case studied and applied research method. The methodology and tools for data collection are note-taking, interviewing, observation, conversation recording, photography, videotaping and painting test. The samples of the study are the high school students who are congenital totally blind. Since this research is still at the beginning phase, color palettes defined for the beginners were only 12 shades which are enough and appropriate for basic application.

The research methodology began with the subject touched the original painting art utilizing touch-screen monitor and remembered the sound pitch that appeared in positions and dimensions of the picture spatial. After that, the subject drew and painted animating the original painting art. The result of the research found that sound pitch of musical notes can be used to represent colors, which hearing is used instead of vision. The samples are able to perceive the approximate colors and shapes of painting art and able to draw and paint similar to the original. Moreover, they enjoy and satisfy with the activity of this research. In addition, the device developed from this research can be used for any other kinds of the blinds and can be applied in Art Education for the blind students.
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1. Introduction
Art is an expression which is deeply moved or affected emotion for empirical through media such as sound, line, color, texture, form and others. (Royal Institute of Thailand, 2003: 1,101) Form creates a person who is an artist to communicate with the spectators. Art can be perceived by the five senses such as seeing color by eyes, hearing with ears, taste with the tongue, smell from the nose, and touching the physical environment. The perception of art such as painting, sculpture and animation are mostly perceived from a vision which is the first sense to recognize and interpret to affect the
physical body and mind of the spectators that this effect may be identical or different knowledge, understanding and experience. Looking and seeing are the first step that is very crucial for the perception of art. However, there is one who cannot appreciate the artwork by looking or seeing, that is the blind. Art is totally unable to communicate with this group of people.

There were an exhibitions and activities, which are “Art for all”, were the opportunities for the blind people to express and perceive in art for example, the blinds touched sculptures, the blinds touched and felt the bas-relief figures which are made specially, the blinds were drawing and painting, and so on. However, they were able to perceive shapes and forms of the sculptures and bas-relief figures, but they were not able to perceive colors of figures. Then if the blinds touched and felt the original figure directly, they perceived some textures only but they were not able to perceive some colors. And also, the original figures were broken and peel. Even the activities which the blind drew and painted, they did not know what colors and shapes are they paint? There are necessities assistants for help to tell and hand to some pigments for them, which the blinds are able to do by themselves. However, the art activities for all made the blinds to satisfactions and experiences. Thus, this research studied and made the device and software for these solutions.

This purpose of the research is not for the blind to have the ability to see the colors but for them to have the perception of figures to various colors and shapes. When they perceived, this device will help the blinds to express with drawing and painting follow to the original art figure that they touched. To show the efficiency of device and software, along with to show the understanding and skill of the blinds which they are able to represent with the original art figure utilizing the technique that color values to sound pitches translation, which is used the hearing to represent the vision. That is the computer-aided design in art.

The theory is converting color code to sound pitch of musical notes by comparing the HLS color model with the helix of musical notes (Shepard, 1965, quoted in Deutsch, 1982: 353). This research is focused as color perception of visual art painting of famous of the world and color expression of drawing and painting with the original. The blinds are able to draw and paint colors from the sound pitch of musical notes.
The blinds and sighted people should have equal rights to perceive and express, including the knowledge, information and experience, for life in social. Color perception is important for the blinds in perceiving and learning. Art is indicated as growth, civilization, taste, cognition and intelligence. Color is one of the elements of arts that is important. This research is able to make the experience of the blinds for a better opportunity to touch and perceive the color of the original of famous painting art and to express with drawing and painting to represent from the original and to satisfy with making artworks through the device and software.

2. Aim of the research
1) To develop computer software such as the touching, drawing and painting program which will convert color to sound pitch through the device, Touch-screen technology, and the congenital totally blind is able to paint with original picture to correct the representation.
2) To present and exhibit the artworks, the painting with the original, from the congenital totally blind to the spectators.

3. Hypothesis of the research
1) The device in this research is able to help the totally blind to perceive color of painting art which the totally blind use the fingertip to touch and perceive the positions from the sound pitch and move with drag on the Touch-screen monitor then be able to explain, analyze, critic and comment about the painting art with touching.
2) The congenital totally blind is able to perceive and remember the color utilizing sound pitch to impress and satisfy in painting art.
3) When the totally blinds were able to remember the sound pitch that is to represent the color, they were able to draw and paint with the original of painting art and to communicate and show the artworks to the spectators.

4. Scope of the research
1) The subject of population in this research is the congenital totally blinds or before 5 years old (Lowenfeld, 1981: 67) and they are at a secondary school in grade 10 or higher and ever studying in a basic art education.
2) The variables in the study are:
   - Independent variables are the devices such as the computer, touchscreen monitor, keyboard and software which are specially developed. And the intelligence and experience of the subject.
   - Dependent variables are the artworks from drawing and painting the color perception and satisfaction of the blinds.
   - The control variables are the training program for using the device and software and test method.

3) This research does not aim for the blind to see the color but to perceive the variety and differences of color in the positions on painting art, through perceiving in hearing the sound pitch of musical notes to represent the color, and the blind is express the art by drawing and painting with the devices.

4) This research is developing a prototype and test with the subjects, and trained them to remember the codes of sound pitch to limited color in order to define the quantity of color that necessary and suitable for 12 shades of color.

5. Research outcome

1) To get the new technique and promote utilizing the device and computer software to communicate and perceive the color of painting art and to express with drawing and painting with the original of painting art as the representative for the congenital totally blinks.

2) Artworks collection of color painting from the congenital totally blind, which are able to the analysis, critique, to study in art education and integrated in other subjects.

3) To bridge the gap in perceiving the visual painting art for all human beings and to create the genuine universal design.

6. Methodology of the research

This study is a qualitative research. To study and develop the devices to help the color perception of painting art and expression with drawing and painting. Trained the subjects to use the device for better understanding and skills, and to gain the knowledge in art and design education for the blinds who are toward the evolution in
various fields, skills, creativities and imaginations that are able to integrate to other fields. The results of the research are the artworks, which are drawing and painting from the expression. The following are the methodologies of the research:

Figure 1: A diagram of the methodology of the research

1) Criteria for area selection of the research: This research is designed and developed the device to help the congenital totally blinds who have the color perception and composition of painting art. Therefore, the participants who test this device and tools are the congenital totally blinds. The researcher selected research area in Thailand because it is convenient for travelling and fieldwork. The researcher received assistance from Khon Kaen School for The Blind of The Christian foundation for the blind in Thailand under The Royal Patronage of H.M. The King for the research site. This research is a behavior and understanding studied of a person who is blind and do not relate to culture or tradition. Therefore, the methodology and analysis of the result are able to use with other samples who are foreigners or living in the other countries.

2) Fieldworks are separated into 2 sections; the first is the experimental fieldwork to study the participants or samples for data collection with demo software, to interview and observe for the device and software improvement (Pre-Test) and the last fieldwork is to use the device and final software to test with the method to participants or samples, for the analysis and critique of the result (Post-Test).
3) Observation and Interview. The researcher was prepared some questions for proceeding to rapidly, concisely and the participant is not bored. The interviewing will be formally and Informally, which is going to process with the activities. The Tools, which are for data collection, are such as fieldwork preparing, camera, video and sound recorder. To bring some data that is recorded is to analysis for the next.

4) Design and developed software. From data is received, it will be made to design and developed the device, which are computer software and touch-screen monitor. The specification of computer is a standard. It is easily purchased in the market place and there are a stereo sound processing and input devices are a keyboard, which is able to use with personal computer and laptop and touch-screen monitor, which is extensively in present. To developed software separated 2 parts such as a development of program processing and design interface. The software are touching program for testing and perception training and painting software for expression of drawing and painting.

5) Training program preparing is to making the method for using the software and device in this research. Due to the face that the blind never used then it is a new device and must be training and learning to skill before. The training program used the principle of orientation and mobility (O&M), which is the important subject for the blind, is be make to conception of training program development in the next.

6) Experiment and improvement of device and methodology. The researcher will be testing with the participants who are the congenital totally blinds. In during to device and software testing in this research, the researcher must be observed, inquired and noted the advantages and disadvantages which are some data to improve the software to appropribale with the participants or users and to developed better.

After the analysis of the result, then toward the conclusion, discussion and suggestion of the research.

7. Design and development of device and software

From the literature reviews and related studies about the theory of color and the theory of music, the researcher analyzed and synthesized to the principle of design and developed the software to convert color codes to sound pitches that refer to the
principle of universal music for making the device to use in this research, which is explained as follows:

1) The device is selected for design and development software
   The researcher selected the Touch-screen monitor as the device for interactive with the users to fingertip position point to the drawing and painting then appear to sound. The computer is used to process and interpret color to sound pitch of musical notes.

   The computer devices are selected to support the Touch-screen monitor which is to input data with a touch or point to the screen and display, and the keyboard to input data.

   The Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 software, which is the software for application making in this research, is installed and run on the operating system of Microsoft Windows 7, they are supported to work with Touch-screen monitor.

2) Analysis method of the software processing
   The analysis method of the software processing is explained the concept to develop software and represented to calculate the main software working. The basic data of computer technique using in the research are split into 2 parts as follows:

   - Data of the sound standard are used and called, “MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface.)” It is the standard of instrumental digital, it was the synthesis of sound on the computer, it was defined as the musical notes and controlling value of instruments.

   - Data of Input and output software are developed into 2 parts which are the part of processing sound from color of the picture and the part of drawing and painting.

3) Methods of comparing the color to sound pitch of musical notes
   From the literature reviews that referring to the HLS of 3 dimensions model to start from the plane of X and Y-axis which are the circle of hue sorting together and refer to the helix of the sound model (Shepard, 1965, quoted in Deutsch, 1982: 353) and to start from the plane of X and Y-axis also. When they were compared as follow:
Figure 2: Separation of color range and sound pitch with the HLS model

For the theory of universal music, which is the principle of communicating the sound and music procedures, rules and according to plans, is separated the sound system to 4 scale which are diatonic, pentatonic, chromatic and mode scale (Samrej Kommong, 2009: 22-25). The chromatic scale has the 12 musical notes such as C C# D D# E F F# G G# A A# B and they are to step on the sound pitch in the half of tone and complete to an octave. The plane of the circle is split to 12 ranges of musical notes and exactly to 12 ranges of color.

When the Z-axis of the HLS model color which is the value of color from grey up to white and down to black. Comparing with the Z-axis of the helix of sound model which is the octave of middle sound pitch. The developed software was selected to the second of octave only. Therefore, to define the fourth of the octave is the middle, To increased the higher octave that is the sixth of octave and total to 77 sound pitch and color.

The developed software in this research is for prototype and primary testing with the participants or samples, then reduce color for easy and quick to remember. To select 6 colors from hue such as purple, blue, green, yellow, orange and red, which are able to use and explain about the mixing of color wheel in secondary color, and to selected the more necessary 3 colors such as azure which is light green-blue, pink which is light red and brown which is dark orange for using in painting for perfection, and to select white, grey and black, total 12 color.
4) Design interface for user

The designing and developing process is separated into 2 programs which are touching software, drawing and painting software. The device consists of Touch-screen monitor, keyboard and computer.

Due to the fact that the participant or sample is blind, the design interface is straightforward, simple to use and to display in full screen.

For touching software, when the user points the fingertip to the Touch-screen, which is stay to open the art picture, the area of color will give the sound pitch of a musical note such as blue is D# note, black is C note in the second octave. The figure shown was reduced some details and color to 12 colors.

For the drawing and painting software, users must select colors from the palette by dragging a fingertip to hear the sound with the position of fingertip pointing together for the example, red is B note, green is F note and so on. After that, press the space bar key to change or close the palette and appear in painting space, the color selected from the palette was able to paint on the area. Then press enter key to touching mode for checking the color and shape that painted by oneself, and press enter key again for back to continue drawing.
8. Analysis of the result

This research entered the field work to test with the participants and data collection with the tools that prepared. It was a final fieldwork and data collection. They were able to be flexible according to the situations. Using the test methods to draw and paint with the original art figure such as “The Starry Night” of Vincent van Gogh and “Horse in a Landscape” of Franz Marc, which were reduced some details and color. The participants touched the figure with touching software first, when they perceived and remembered colors and positions of the figure then they draw by drawing and painting software to animate the original. The atmosphere and analysis of the result are as follows:
Figure 6: The participant, who is blind, is touching the colors and shapes perception of *The Starry Night*, the original painting.

Figure 7: The chronology of the participant, who is blind, drawing and painting with *The Starry Night*, the original painting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Critical Step</th>
<th>Critical Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Information   | Type: Digital Painting, Title: My “The Starry Night”  
Artist: The congenital totally blind, Resolution: 1,366 x 768 pixels  
Touch-screen size: 42 inch |
| Description   | To paint it full space. The black is a long row under and about 1/4 of picture. There is a shape that is a tree to turn away to the left which is occurring from the measurement of a trace or rift on the monitor frame.  
To draw the moon as circle, to draw some details and delicately. There is the measurement and remember some positions of drawing already use it such as own body and rift on the frame that is screwed and advertise signboard. |
| Analysis      | To compose the elements truly. She is able to remember and express and pass on animating the original art figure correctly. To show the prominent and subordinate parts. |
Critical Step | Critical Description
--- | ---
Interpretation | This is a drawing and painting animating the original art figure by the representation that is truly and correctly, to draw complete details and colors. The artist is able to communicate and excellently represent and similar to the original.

Judgement | The artist is able to pass on some details completely and clearly that is to show the abilities and skills. It is the artwork that is excellent and impressive when knowing that the artist is the congenital totally blind.

Table 1: To show the analysis and critique the artwork of the participant, The Starry Night.

**Analysis:** To selected the color that is main part of figure before. Showing the skill of touching and checking own figure that show delicately, there is the skill of solving by using parts of the body to measure and remember the colors and positions that has already drawn. Showing estimation and interpretation of own figure. To remember position and proportion of own drawing utilize the part of the body and trace or rift on the frame of the monitor and satisfaction for painting in this activity.

Figure 8: The participant, who blind, is touching for color and shapes perception of the Horse in a Landscape, the original painting.

Figure 9: The chronology of the participant, who is blind, is drawing and painting with the Horse in a Landscape, the original painting.
Critical Step | Critical Description
---|---
Information | Type: Digital Painting, Title: My “Horse in a Landscape”
Artist: The congenital totally blind, Resolution: 1,366 x 768 pixels
Touch-screen size: 21.5 inch

Description | Painting with yellow to the full space. Painting with color to animate the original correctly, whole as red, blue and green.

Analysis | To compose to animate the original correctly. She is able to remember and express to animate the original correctly. To know about pictorial and to paint background characteristic.

Interpretation | This is a drawing and painting animating the original art figure by the representation that is truly and correctly, to draw complete details and colors. The artist is able to communicate and excellently represent and similar to the original.

Judgement | The artist is able to pass on some details completely and clearly that is to show the abilities and skills. It is the artwork that is excellent and impressive when knowing that the artist is the congenital totally blind.

Table 2: To show the analysis and critique the Horse in a Landscape, the artwork of the participant.

**Analysis:** To select the main color of picture before paint it. To know the touching and checking own figure. To measure and remember some positions of the already drawn.

**9. Conclusion**

Softwares developed for this research are touching software, drawing and painting software for the blinds and using the device, which is Touch-screen monitor, was able to promote the congenital totally blinds to perceive approximate colors and shapes of the painting art. They begin to access the artworks which are 2 dimensions painting. It was opened to exhibit the artworks for the blinds and all. On the other hand, the blinds were able to exhibit their artwork to the sighted people. That is the universal design in the arts.
The congenital totally blind is able to use the device in this research to express the drawing and painting with the original art figure. They are able to communicate the paint art to all people.

10. Discussion

The congenital totally blind who is the participant used the software and device, Touch-screen monitor, in this research. And receive the training such as, understanding the device, understanding the spatial related to the frame of the monitor and fingertip moving, and remembering the sound pitch of musical notes which represent colors using with the test methods, the results are as follow:

1) The participant is able to perceive some geometric shapes such as rectangle, triangle and circle, and Freeform shape. The participant understands that when drag the fingertip on the figure and the sound changed it means the border of shape, and the sound was not changed when drag it means the similar area and color.

2) The participant is able to perceive some colors on the figure, when point or drag the fingertip on the figure, able to describe what color it is and how to estimate shapes, explain the feeling while touching the figure and remembered the figure already.

3) When the participant touch the original art figure such as “The Starry Night” of Vincent van Gogh artist and “Horse in a Landscape” of Franz Marc artist, is able to remember and express the drawing and painting similar to the original.

Figure 10: Comparing the original of The Starry Night and the painting of the participant

Figure 11: Comparing the original of Horse in a Landscape and the painting of the participant
11. Suggestion

1) To be able to use the tool in promoting learning and teaching art education for the students.

2) To develop software for other different devices as the operating system, may be to develop software on the tablets and other devices that apply touchscreen monitor.

3) In case the blinds use the devices to train and remember the sounds and colors to increase the ability to perceive and express the painting art may need more details.
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